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Pulse Coupled Neural Network (PCNN) is claimed as a third
generation neural network. PCNN has wide purpose in image
processing such as segmentation, feature extraction, sharpening etc.
Not like another neural network architecture, PCNN do not need
training. The only weaknes point of PCNN is parameter tune due to
seven parameters in its five equations. In this research we proposed a
novel method for segmentation based on modified PCNN. In order
to evaluate the proposed method, we processed L Band
Multipolarisation Synthetic Apperture Radar Image. The Results
showed all area extracted both by using PCNN and ICM-PCNN from
the SAR image are match to the groundtruth. There fore the
proposed method is work properly.
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I. Introduction

The researchs on image segmentation have been proposed in this decade. Segmentation is a
mechanism of partiting image into homogeneous and specifik regions. Segmentation is
fundamental step in image analysis, pattern recognition and computer vision. The results of image
segmentation is very important as an input to image classification. Segmentation algorithm which
had been proposed are region based [1], edge based [2], threshold base [3], fuzzy theory [4] and
neural network base [5].
Region based algorithm consist of region splitting and merging method and region growing
method. Region splitting and merging is formally based on quadtree data theory. In this algorithm
image is divided or splitted into some set image which is arbritrary and disconnected regions, and
these regions would be merge or split to meet the condition of segmentation. One of the
improvement in region based algorithm had been published [6].
Edge based algorithm detecs edges or sharp variation in intensity of pixels. This sharp variation
indicates the boundary of target. The result of segmentation depend on the accuracy of detection of
sharp variation. The novel research on edge based by using the bacterial foraging had been
proposed [7].
Artificial Neural Network mostly works or acts as a human brain. The important organs in
human brain are dendrit, neuron and synapse. All these organ are mimiced in form of program in
certain programming language. Many kinds architecture of antificial neural network had been used
in many domain of resesarch, such as back propagation neural network, radial basis function
(RBF) neural network, pulse coupled neural network (PCNN). Pulse Coupled Neural Network
(PCNN) is claimed as third generation neural network , it is a mimic of the vision system or
cortex of mamalia [8]. The mimic is formed in mathematical description, this concept was first
put forward by Eckhorn then corrected by Johnson using a cortical concept so that it can be used in
the field of image processing [9]. The advantage of PCNN is it can opearate without any training
needed but it has the problem; all parameters in the equation have to be tuned [10]. Many
researchers have used PCNNs in research on image segmentation, eliminating noise, edge
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detection, feature extraction and pattern recognition, enhancing image quality, and fusion or
merging images [11]. Image segmentation process can be done on color image objects, gray level
images, for example gray and textured radar images. This segmentation research is the first step in
the research of land cover classification on radar imagery [12] [13] [14] [15]. In edge detection
studies, PCNN can be used to see the boundaries between objects and backgrounds in gray level
images, the results of the study are quite good compared to the Sobel edge detection method, Cany
Method, Laplacian Gaussian method [16]. Research on feature extraction and pattern recognition,
PCNN is rarely used, but from existing literature searches have been used for face recognition of
several people in one color image and the results are reported to be good [17]. Some researchers
claim that PCNN is a third generation artificial neural network, the strength of this PCNN is that it
does not require learning and does not require examples of images to be processed, but on the other
hand has weaknesses which are seven parameters that must be optimized, this is something that is
not easy to do [18]. To facilitate parameter optimization some researcher modified the equation.
The way to modified the equation could be grouped in to three mecanism, intersecting cortical
model (ICM), linking unit PCNN model (UL-PCNN) and spiking cortical model (SCM).
Here, we propose a novel method for segmentation based on ICM- PCNN. In this method, we
attempt to build a new method by taking account the texture features of each input SAR image and
the dynamic properties of two dimension neuron layers to determine the proper segmented images.
II. Related works
A. Intersecting Cortical Model

In the intersecting cortical model (ICM) method, PCNN equation from five equations are
simplified to three equations. Modifications eliminate linking or equation number 2 and internal
modulation or number 3 without losing the nature of PCNN. ICM is the result from the
mammalians’ research on the visual cortex. The activities of cortex or visual system could be
simulated in two- dimension neurons model. ICM uses the feeding factor in equation (1). In this
equation, S i, j is the value of the pixel in the observation window, it represents of mammalian optic
system. The two-dimension of simplified structure of ICM is shown in Fig. 1 [19]. Single neuron
cell receives the output of neighbour, Y k,l coupled with the vector W or weighting function.
Feeding is compared to the threshold ϴi,j as a basic of output state Y i,j

Fig.1. Neuron Cell

In image processing a pixel corresponds to one neuron cell. In the ICM network, the
state oscillators of all the neurons are represented by a 2D array or Feeding as Fi,j and the
threshold oscillators of all the neurons by a 2D array or ϴi,j as mentioned before.
The equations of ICM-PCNN as follows:
Fij [n] = e − F Fij [n − 1] + S ij + VF

m

Y [n − 1]

ijkl kl

(1)

kl

ij [n] = e − ij [n − 1] + V Yij [n − 1]

(2)

1, if U ij [n]   ij [n]
Yij [n] = 
 0, otherwise

(3)
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In which, the subscript i and j is the coordinate of each pixel and Yi,j is the output value which is
either 1 or 0. The ICM-PCNN could process the input image to extract the area in the image. Each
area represent by white pixels as the output of certain number of iteration indicate by equation (3).
In thsi equation one cell neuron only has two outputs 1 or white pixel and 0 or black pixel. The
ICM-PCNN has three parameters such as α F, αꝊ and VF. Therefore ICM-PCNN works faster than
primitive PCNN which has five equations and 7 parameters.
ICM-PCNN has been used for image segmentation of aircraft on the runway and vehicles
on the highway. The parameters in this works are αF = 0.9, αꝊ = 0.8 and VF = 20. The results are
reported good [20] . Guangzhu at.al used ICM-PCNN to study the iris that will recognize
someone from the iris character. The value of parameters in this research are αF = 0.08, αꝊ = 0.32
and VF = 2. The results of the study were reported well [19]. Mikrut at.al proposed ICM-PCNN to
analyse air photogrammetric. The highway, buildings and others in these aerial photographs can
could be segmented properly [21]. In [22] ICM-PCNN is used to view ultrasound images on the
chest so that it will help radiologists to distinguish healthy and injured tissue and the results is
reported good. Ahmed at.al have proposed ICM-PCNN for face recognition on colored optical
images. The parameter used are αF = 0.9, αꝊ = 0.8 and VF = 20. The accuracy in face recognition
in this works is more than 95%. [20]. Another study in ICM-PCNN was proposed by Chai Ling
at.al and . This study focus on noise removal, especially from an image that contains a lot of
noise. ICM-PCNN was developed into improved ICM called IICM [23]. The application of ICMPCNN in medical world is used to segment brain image [24]. This works attempt to segment the
normal cell and cancer cell in the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Image.
B. Segmentation

Segmentation based on texture has difficulties, especially when the image is in complex
textured. Despites the difficulties, segmentation has an important role in computer vision. For two
decades segmentation has an important role as an important technique in image processing
especially in computer vision. Segmentation can be operated in biomedical image analysis [25] ,
industrial inspection [26] and satellite image analysis [27]. Textures has complexity in form or
composition of pixels, it is difficult to provide a universal deﬁnition of textures [28]. An
automated image segmentation in blood vessel was proposed in Ref [29], this method based on
PCNN and 2D Otsu algorithm. PCNN was used to segment images in different ilumination [30],
the results was reported good. In the medical imaging, PCNN was used to segment magnetic
resonance image from the brain as mentioned before in Ref [24]. PCNN could made good contrast
between normal cell and cancer cell. In this research PCNN was combined with Back Propagation
Neural Network. The results could help the physician to analyse the MR images fastly.
The digital image with a size of M*N and a grayscale value of L, could be considered as a twodimensional matrix; M is the row and N is the collumn. The values of the pixels varie from 0 to
L. When image segmentation is processing, the matrix elements and PCNN model neurons can be
put into one-to-one correspondence. The pixel value Iij corresponds to the neurons’ input Sij on
the corresponding position. For the first iteration the initial state of the neurons was set to 0.
Following the first iteration, internal activity Uij is equal to the neurons’ input Sij, all the neurons
threshold attenuated from the initial value, when a neuron's threshold attenuated till smaller or
equal to the correspond Uij , this neuron was fired(natural fired), and output a pulse Yij =1,
simultaneously, the threshold Ꝋij of this neuron sharply increased, the pulse output stopped. Then
Ꝋij began to attenuate, when Ꝋij attenuated till smaller or equal to correspond U ij again, pulsegenerated again. In every several cycles the neurons produce an output sequence, which contains
information describing the area, boundary, texture and other characteristics of the digital image.
In other word PCNN can do segmentation in digital image.
In general, all textured images mostly have two general characteristics, homogeneity and nonhomogeneity. The examples of textures are showed in Figure 1, taken from the Brodatz album.
This figure showed homogenous, weakly homogenous and in homogenous texture. Weakly
homogeneous and in homogeneous textured images are interested object in image processing and
pattern recognition.
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Fig 2. Homogenous, weakly homogenous and in homogenous texture
III. Proposed Method

GLCM
ORIGINAL IMAGE

FEATURES

SMOOTHING
RESULTS

NORMALISATION

PCNN

Fig. 3. Proposed Method

The proposed method is depicted in Figure2. Original image is Synthetic Aperture Radar Image,
L band full polarization; Horizontal- Horizontal (L-HH), Horizontal Vertical (L-HV), Vertical Vertical (L-VV), Vertical -Horizontal (L-VH). These images are acquired by using ESAR System.
Images contain water area, bare land and forest from certain area in Penajam East Kalimantan.
First step the original images are extracted by using Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM)
The results are texture’s features, we limited only use three features, such as correlation,
dissimilarity and angular second moment or second moment.
Second step the value of all features is normalized to get the value of pixel in grey level image
from the features, the range of the pixels value is between 0 to 255.
Third step is smoothing, all pixel value in a certain dimension of window are smoothed with the
aim to avoid the very high differences among the pixels.
The last step is segmentation by using Pulse Coupled Neural Network (PCNN). In this
segmentation we use primitive PCNN and ICM-PCNN.
IV. Results and Discussion

The object of the research as mention before are SAR images in L Band showed in Figure 4
which contains L-HH, L-HV, L-VV and L-VH. These SAR images are in homogeneous textured.
Refer to ground truth, this image has three area, housing including the street, forest and water. The
dark or black area are water consist of river and swamps, the light area are housing and street and
in between there are the forest. L-VV has light area in the river, it is the wave, the other
polarization has not light are or wave.
In order to verify the proposed method this research use Matlab 7.1 to extract the features of the
SAR image and other process such as normalization, smoothing and segmentation by using Pulse
Coupled Neural Network (PCNN).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Fig. 4. L-Band SAR Image, (a) L-HH, (b)L-HV, (c)L-VV and (d) L-VH
A. Gray Level Co-occence Matrix Features
correlation

dissimilariy

second moment

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)
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L-HH

L-HV

L-VV

L-VH

Fig. 5. Three features : correlation, dissimilarity and second moment.

Figure 5 showed the results of features extraction, it is focused on three features such as:
correlation, dissimilarity and second moment. Correlation represents the open area or bare land
refer to the ground truth. L-VH is the best among the three others polarisation. In L-HH, figure 5
(a), the water area has the white pixel, therefore there are an overlap with other area, it could be an
open area or bare land. In L-HV, figure 5(d), correlation contain almost white pixels, there are an
overlap among all area. In L-VV, figure 5(g), white pixels appear in water area, overlap is
dominant in water area. From all four polarisation, correlation in L-VH, figure 5(j), is the best
reperesentative of bare land. Therefore this result will be processed in next step.
Dissimilarty represents the forest area, refer to the ground truth, these forest area overlap with
the housing which stand in the river bank. L-HH, figur 5(b), showed the forest and bare land in the
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white pixels. The housing and the small port for the boat could be seen clearly, but there are some
white pixels in the water area, it means there are overlap eventhoungh only very small white pixels.
In L-HV, figure 5 e), there are overlap in bare land, but no overlap in water area. Water area are
almost in black pixels.The port and housing somewhat less than in L-HH. In L-VV, figure 5(i), the
forest, housing and port are overlap one and others. In the water area there are a couple of white
pixels which not repreent the forest and housing. The last in L-VH, figure 5(k), there are no overlap
in water area, the water contains almost black pixels. The forest, housing and the port are al in
white pixels. Therefore L-HH and L-VH could be considered or taken count as a forest and
housing area. In this SAR image housing and forest have almost same brightness due to the high of
the forest which contain sawit tree, not a high wood forest.
Angular second moment or second moment represents the water area, in this SAR images water
area consist of river and swamp. L-HH, figure 5(c), showed the water area in white pixels but there
are some black pixels which indicate not water area. In L-HV, figure 5 (f), the water area are
clearly in white pixels both the rivers and swamps.
The results of L-VV, figure 5 (i) , contains overlap both in water area and other area. In water
area there are some black pixels and in bare land and forest there are some white pixels. The last
result depicted in figure 5 (l), no over lap, water area are clear. Therefore the best result for the
water area is in L-VH in second moment feature.
The all result of features extraction give lots of information and interpretation. The water area is
best represented by L-VH in second moment feature, bare land is given by L-VH in correlation
feature and forest is represented by L-VH in dissimilarity feature. Therefore all area could be
extracted only in L-VH SAR image. Overlap in the results gave other interpretation, for example
overlap in water area in L-HH, figure 5(c) and L-VV, figure 5(i), could be interpretated as a wave
on the river due to reflexion caught by the sensor. It need another resesarch to confirm this
interpretation by using the calibrator of sea wave height.
B. Pulse Coupled Neural Network (PCNN)

All features are processed by primitive PCNN in form of five equations. Each polarisation gives a
different results. The all parameters of PCNN are showed in Table 1.
Table 1. Parameters of PCNN
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Parameter
αF
αL
VF
VL
αӨ
β
VӨ

Range
0.1 - 1
0.1-10
1-10
1-10
0.1 -1
0.1-1
0-100

The results are depicted in Fig. 6. Despite the best results of feature extraction is L-VH, in this
step all polarisation are processed by iterating into primitive PCNN.
All features are processed by primitive PCNN in form of five equations. Each polarisation gives
a different results. The all parameters of PCNN are showed in Table 1.
In L-VH, figure 6(j), correlation feature represent the bare land area. The water area are totally
in black pixels, no over lap in water area. In L-VV, figure 6(g), there are over lap in water area, it
is indicated by spreaded white pixels in water area. In L-HV over lap is occured in bare land
indicating by white pixels. In L-HH, figure 6(a) there are over lap in all area, the white pixels did
not represent any area. Correlation feature in all polarisation indicated bare land area, certain
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polarisation has certain white pixels, from minimum to maximum number. In ground truth the bare
land has grass and in certain area there are shrub and underbrush. Bare land are usually prepared
for the sawit tree to produce palm oil. In this works GLCM features only assigned to L band SAR
image, the numbers of white pixels depend on the topography of the terrain that had been acquired.
correlation

dissimilariy

second moment

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

L-HH

L-HV

L-VV

L-VH

Fig. 6. The results of primitive PCNN.

C. Interseting Cortical Model Pulse Coupled Neural Network (ICM-PCNN)

The results of ICM - PCNN are depicted in Figure 7. Each polarisation gives the diffrerent result
similar to primitive PCNN. We directly focus on L-VH polarisation, all features represented all
area such as bare land, forest and water.
Table 1. Parameters of ICM-PCNN
No.
1
2
3

Parameter
αF
VF
αӨ

Range
0.1-10
1-10
0.1 -1

First analyse is on correlation in figure 7(j), it is good because there are no over lap, the water
area are totally in black pixels and the forest either. Bare land is clearly white and exactly similar
to the ground truth. If it compare to another result, L-VV in figure 7(g) and L-HV in figure 7(d)
there are overlap and no bare land inside the picture since the pixels are mostly in black. L-HH in
figure 7(a) contains over lap both in water and bare land and forest. It can be concluded that
correlation in L-VH represented bare land and it is the best results among L-VV, LHH and L-HV.
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Next features is dissimilarity, refer to the previous results we could see in L-VH in figure 7(k) is
verry good. Compare to another polarisation, all results are verry similar, the contradiction only in
small part in bare land in South East direction. L-HH in figure 7(b) and L-VV in figure 7(h) the
bare land in the direction mentioned before are widen, this is un match to the ground truth. In L-HV
the small part of forest in North East direction are in black pixels, but the results in L-HV is very
similar to L-HV.
correlation

dissimilariy

second moment

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

L-HH

L-HV

L-VV

L-VH

(j)

(k)
Fig 7. The results of ICM-PCNN

(l)

Second moment feature represents water area due to the results of all polarisation depicted in
figure 7(c), 7(f), 7(i) and 7(l). In all polarisation water area are indicated by white pixels and
another area are in black pixels. In L-HH there are overlap in water area indicated by a few black
pixels but over all the water area are dominant. L-HV showed the good contrast between water area
and another area, water area in white pixels and another area in black pixels, these black pixels are
the darkest among the black pixels in another polarisation. L-VV has a couple of black pixels in
water area indicates there are overlap. L-VH is the best among another polarisation due to the
results of iteration by PCNN. There are no over lap both in water area and another area. Therefore
L-VH is the best for all area such as bare land, forest and water.
The final step in this method all feature is overlaid to form the entire area in L Band SAR image
based on primitive PCNN and ICM-PCNN. The entire segmented area is depicted in figure 8.
PCNN and ICM-PCNN gave the good results in segmentation of L band SAR image, figure 7
showed there are no significant contrast. In figure 8(a) and 8(b) water area, blue pixels, are similar
or quasi same, clear and no overlap. Bare land, in red pixels figure 7(b) is wider than red pixels in
figure 7(a), forest, green pixels, in 8(a) is wider than green pixels in figure 8(b). Over all the result
of PCNN and ICM-PCNN are good. We have to count the number of each pixels to get the exact
information about the number of each pixels and to check or refer to the ground truth.
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PCNN

ICM-PCNN

(b)
(a)
Fig. 8. The results of PCNN and ICM-PCNN

V. Conclussion

In this paper we proposed novel methodology to segment the textured images, in this research
we use L band multi polarization SAR image. The GLCM features extracted from all polarisation
such as correlation, dissimilarity and angular second moment explaine the certain area on acquired
terrain. L-VH give the best results among all polarisation which is correlation describes the bare
land, dissimilarity describes forest and housing and angular second moment describes water area.
The processed of these features by using PCNN and ICM-PCNN give the good results. All area are
are clear segmented both using PCNN and ICM-PCNN, there are no significant contrast. Bare land
in ICM-PCNN is wider than bare land in PCNN and the forest in PCNN is wider than the forest in
ICM_PCNN. The results have to compare to ground truh for fair conclusion. It should be noted
that this new method proposed gives good results. Both the combination of GLCM and primitive
PCNN and GLCM and ICM-PCNN work good. The future work should be focused on another
textured images such as in radiology, radiography, NMR and others to confirm the though of
proposed method and to have the computation time between primitive PCNN and ICM-PCNN by
using big two dimensions textured image.
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